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to consider that God’s angels work well to try and inspire others to seek
higher even if not completely embrace - this was the least of my
complaints and something that is really a matter of personal introspection.

Hello,
I am a Christian studying to be a minister, named Charles Phipps (I live in
Kentucky) and an avid RPGer. I’ve read your publication and found it very
intriguing but unfortunately despite finding a good number of interesting
facts inside it, I do have some complaints in your portrayal of the works of
two of my favorite games (you have a markedly even hand in handling
things that I’m very glad to see - fear not; however I am fairly concerned
about your suggestions).

Also a slight comment - Blandine in In Nomine (the American version) is an
extremely chaste angel who hasn’t been in love since she lost her love
Beleth... indeed in my game it is Laurence the Holy’s goal to distract her
heart from her fallen love and give it to her (I know not strictly angelic but I
make an allowance by saying love in a spiritual sense is eminently more
satisfying in Heaven). Also Marc has never used slaves in the American
version either.

1:) In Nomine
One of my favorite games indeed, and a wonderful game to get players to
enjoy examining spiritual and theological issues without sounding “preachy”
(which while usually the result of concern for someone also means on
occasion they think you don’t respect their intelligence). In your first issue
magazine article you made a wonderful number
of suggestions which were quite intriguing such
as putting God not as a distant figure but
actually a interactive being, plus Eli as
Jesus...and definitely toning down the political
intrigue for a Christian game.

2:) Call of Cthulhu
Your article on giving priests spiritual power I came in very skeptical about,
because unfortunately as a fan of Howard Phillips Lovecraft I know that his
work depends greatly on the idea that the universe is distinctly more cold
and malevolent than the average human believes (deeply troubled was
Lovecraft and I’m glad he could provide us with
his escape to entertain and teach). The priest
opener however was guiltily amusing and it
opened my mind to the possibilities of using
holy power.
Portraying the battle directly with the forces of
darkness as mind numbingly terrifying was
definitely the path to go on that matter
(perfectly in tune with Lovecraft’s theme - death
is the price of those who are foolish and
arrogant) and I liked the rules indeed for
portraying that despite the ever present and
SEEMINGLY imminent victory of the forces of
darkness, there is some good that you do not
have to forget.
Given you kept with the theme God helps those
who help themselves (we are, after all, in a
world that is not a paradise) I am very glad to
add it to my part.

…truths
humanity may
not be ready
to bear…

However, unfortunately I believe your article
went slightly overboard in portraying angels to
the point that they became slightly unplayable.
We are not in and of ourselves divine beings
and cannot reach the locus of pure untampered
union with God while we are distracted by our
forms... beautiful as they are. By portraying
angels as unable to sin until the point they must
immediately fall if they do, you make a
statement that God’s mercy is all but nil and
make no allowance for players making mistakes.
Recall human beings who have faith in God and Christ both sin knowingly
and consciously all the time but are able to ask for forgiveness. Surely
angels are very reluctant to do such things, and such will cause them
dissonance, but should they not be able to be forgiven as God would allow
them to be? Indeed, a strong argument can be made for demons and
others to be not so terribly changed from In Nomine (which is the vast
majority are evil beyond recognition but a small number are just very
selfish) in order to better illustrate and think about human evils and the
overcoming of them.
On a more personal note I was rather off-put by the necessity of humbling
Jean (albeit necessary given that he is portrayed as arrogant and
condescending to humanity) but I found the idea that he and his angels
cannot and do not inspire any humans to seek out new technologies or
discoveries very short-sighted. While certainly possible it rather makes the
entire point of an archangel of electricity rather unnecessary.

The comment dissuading Gabriel from Islam was a bit sharp as well,
because while in the Christian In Nomine universe it is rather obvious Islam
is well... wrong in one very large point (Jesus), it may be telling

However, I do disagree with the proclamation of the Great Old Ones as
necessarily fallen angels. One of the key elements to Lovecraft’s fiction is
that they are extra-terrestrials. Again, a personal note for a DM’s campaign
and if he wishes them to be extra-dimensional beings (like the self-styled
Outer Gods), go right ahead and make them the Fallen Children of the
Creator. I know myself that I have done so myself with Lovecraft’s works.
Do recall that one maintains the idea it is not familiar, and humanity’s
arrogance has made a number of assumptions based on pride, though at
least to the point the Fallen Angels do not call themselves Demons or even
that. At the very heart Call of Cthulhu is a game about discovery of the
truths of the world – truths humanity may not be ready to bear... but it falls
down to a select few chosen to bear the weight of this knowledge for
humanity’s sake.
Otherwise I have enjoyed your magazine a great deal and deeply liked your
comments on violence in games.
-Charles Phipps, tcp@zoomnet.net

Have an opinion?

Send your letters with the subject line "Epistle"
to wtd@christian-gamers-guild.org

christian-gamers-guild.org
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by Ernest Mueller
Welcome back, old readers and ne w! Well, it’s been a long path
to this issue of The Way, the Truth, and the Dice. Since Issue 2
came out in early 2000 it’s been a rocky road for a lot of us.
Society at large has been rocked by a sequence of major events.
September 11th, the collapse of the U.S. economy, widespread
corporate misdeeds, and the Catholic Church sexual abuse
scandal have caused uproar and upset, perhaps the greatest that
those of us born after the time of the Vietnam W ar have seen.
Yet out of this, two positive messages have begun to emerge those of unity and of responsibility.
The most interesting thing about unit y and responsibility is that
they are both simply a state of mind. What was really different in
America between pre- and post-9/11? There was nothing
materially different about the world that made an entire countr y
come together with acts of unit y and mutual support.
Corporations and churches still exist and hold as much po wer as
they did before the people began to clamor for them to take
responsibility for their actions. These changes are at first one of
attitude, an unformed intention toward the goals of unity and
responsibility. They then become an act of will, the will to c arry
out to conclusion the real implementation of these ideals.
Christians have a lot to learn from this. Even our little corner of
the world, the Christian Gamers Guild, has had some startling
failures of unity and responsibility since the last issue of W T&D
saw the light of day. In this, though, we are unfortunately not
unique among Christian groups. Divisiveness, hostilit y towards
others who do not worship in our preconceived notion of the
“right” way, and a failure to appreciate the differing beliefs of our
brothers and sisters in Christ frequently coexist with our
unwillingness to be responsible for the evils that we or our
churches, organizations, and businesses do. We use “truth” as an
excuse to cause divisiveness, and “love” as an excuse to not stand
up to those doing wrong.
Lest anyone think I am ranging wildly off-topic for an editorial in a
gaming e-zine, let me say that this issue of W T&D is the first
“theme issue” that the publication has tackled. Its theme is the
use of magic in role-playing games - a topic that is controversial
among Christians at large and among Christian gamers
specifically. The incorporation of magic and other fantasy
elements (spells, items, and monsters) into many of these games
is one of the leading c auses of their condemnation on charges of
occultism. RPGs like Dungeons & Dragons are, of course, not the
only place this question comes up. Books, movies, and television
4

shows incorporate the same fantasy elements, and in these days
when Lord of the Rings and Harr y Potter are runaway hits it is
good for us to explore this issue.
The centerpiece of this issue is the Magic S ymposium, in which
four authors give their varying viewpoints on the appropriateness
of Christians incorporating magic into their gaming. We hope for
this symposium to promote true unit y by showing that Christians
are comfortable with holding a diversit y of views on an issue of
this sort. Divergent views are never a cause of, but only an
excuse for, lack of unity. We also hope that it will help people to
think about their pastime and to be responsible to themselves,
those close to them, and to God with their gaming. It should not
be interpreted as a definitive statement on what should be
permissible or not for Christians in an R PG, or worse yet, a tool to
use to hold other Christians to your o wn idea of what should be
permissible. Remember Romans 14:4: “Who are you to judge
someone else’s servant? To his own master he stands or falls. And
he will stand, for the Lord is able to make him stand.” L et us
game responsibly while celebrating our unity in God.
I am only sorry that we couldn’t get more vie ws on the use of
magic in RPGs in this issue - if you are wondering why the
viewpoint of “never use magic in a game, it’s evil!” isn’t
represented in the Symposium, it’s because we couldn’t find
anyone to write an essay on the topic, not bec ause of editorial
bias. As other upcoming symposia are announced, rest assured
that all viewpoints are welcome - the worst you c an be is wrong!
Speaking of things that are “wrong,” not ever ything in this issue is
about magic - for example, the str angely deviant idea of “Precious
Moments Miniatures Wars” by Rodney Barnes. I’m sure we’re
going to hear from Focus on the Family after this article, but that’s
the price of a free press... Enjoy . Also in this issue you’ll see the
beginning of a number of (hopefully) ongoing features. “Shining
the Light On...” is for revie ws of games from a Christian
perspective. “Lives of the Saints” is for N PCs for any game
system, “Casting Lots” is for complete mini-games, and “Pious
Speculations” is for original fiction. We hope to have at least one
submission to each feature section with each issue of W T&D
going forward.
Until next time,
Peace!
Ernest Mueller
CGG Publications Director

Essays from four different authors
attempting to address the problem
of a Christian playing a RPG
that makes use of magic.

by Rodney Barnes
First, let me address the matter of the question. When talking
about a designing a role-playing game and the role that magic in
the role-playing game will take, we must first decide on what
questions we are asking ourselves. Several questions come to my
mind. First, what is magic? What is it, not only in fantasy and
reality, but also in the role-playing sub-culture? What will it be in
my game world or system? The second question is “Why do I
want it in the game system?” Why do I need or want magic in the
game I’m designing? Third, how does it work in my game system?
How do I want it to work in my game?
The most basic definition of magic, according to W ebster’s New
College Dictionary (1981 edition), is “a display of po wer from a
source unknown to the observer.” By this simple definition, we
can see many things that are “magic” in histor y. Any miracle of
God seen by a non-believer could be c alled magic. Any
supernatural activity performed by demonic forces c an be called
magic. Slight of hand or tricks of illusion by a performer c an be

called magic. Finally, any force of nature not kno wn to the
observer could be called magic. So, magic in realit y and fantasy is
any force or power unknown to the observer.
Modern day Christians have the luxur y of knowing, for the most
part, what the powers and forces that we obser ve are.
Subsequently, by virtue of our kno wledge and insight, we don’t
experience much magic in this world. If we obser ve demonic and
occult powers, we should call them demonic and not mislabel
them as magic. If we witness a mir acle of God, do we c all it
magic? No, for we as educ ated Christians know what it is, and
give the glory for it to God. Magic is a good word with a great
definition, but over time in the Church it has taken on a ver y bad
meaning of demonic power, because of misuse by intellectually
lazy pastors and teachers. A synonym for magic that I like is
“Wonders.” Now that’s a cool King James word. Derived from the
question; “I wonder how that happened?” And yes, there is one
point of Magic in Christianity that no theologian will ever figure
out: Calvary. I Wonder how God the Son got separated, by taking
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on all the sins of the world of all time, from God the F ather? I
Wonder how God died for God? The Magic of the Cross is a point
of Wonder that many a theologian will debate and talk about and
still come to the same conclusion: “I don’t kno w. Isn’t it amazing
and Wonderful what Jesus did?”
To answer what magic is to role players, let me start by answering
the second question. Why do I have it in my game? I would say
because it’s fantasy, fun, and expected. F antasy, because I’m
stepping away from reality and into my game world, where my
characters are heroic and the confines of realit y are replaced with
the confines of my imagination. In the fantasy genre especially,
magic is a necessary tool to create the illusion of a different realit y
so that the imagination is freer than in the confines of our fallen
world. Yet it is simply one of many tools used to create this
illusion of a different reality. A very creative game designer or
referee could create the illusion of an alternate realit y without the
use of magic, but it would be ver y difficult in light of our definition
above. Secondly, it is fun to play in a world where the
supernatural or unknown powers can influence a character’s life
and can be used by the character, or vice versa. This is purely a
matter of opinion, but for me it is fun to have an element of
supernatural unknown in the game. And lastly, it is expected in
the fantasy gaming culture. Players, for the most part, unless they
started role-playing in a non-magical sci-fi or historical game
system, have come to expect magic to be present at least as an
optional part of any good fantasy game system. If you want to
create a fantasy game system or world that role players will want
to play, magic is a necessar y part of its development.
But that leaves us to the question of ho w. How do we implement
magic in a game system as Christians?
Isn’t there Biblical commands against magic? No. Let’s look at
what the text actually says.
Here is the main passage that is pointed to by the people who
claim it commands against magic, but I actually bother to include
the CONTEXT of the passage:
DEU 18:9 “When you enter the land which the L ord your God
gives you, you shall not learn to imitate the detestable things of
those nations. DEU 18:10 “There shall not be found among you
anyone who makes his son or his daughter pass through the fire,
one who uses divination, one who pr actices witchcraft, or one
who interprets omens, or a sorcerer, DEU 18:11 or one who casts
a spell, or a medium, or a spiritist, or one who c alls up the dead.
DEU 18:12 “For whoever does these things is detestable to the
Lord; and because of these detestable things the L ord your God
will drive them out before you. DEU 18:13 “You shall be
blameless before the Lord your God. DEU 18:14 “For those
nations, which you shall dispossess, listen to those who pr actice
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witchcraft and to diviners, but as for you, the L ord your God has
not allowed you to do so. DEU 18:15 “The Lord your God will
raise up for you a prophet like me from among you, from your
countrymen, you shall listen to him.” - NASB
It doesn’t take a rocket scientist to see that the passage is talking
about rituals and ritualists associated with the Canaanite religion.
And God is commanding them not to follo w the Canaanite
religion or fall into these practices. They are to instead lean on
God and His prophets (now His Word, the Bible) for their
guidance. Let’s look at the main terms used here that are usually
associated with magic.
“divination”
#5172
nachash
a primary, primitive root
“to practice divination, observe signs”
practices “witchcraft”
#6049a
anan
a primary, primitive root
“to practice soothsaying”
interprets “omens”
#226
oth
from 184
“a sign”
“sorcerer”
#3784
kashaph
denominative verb from 3785
“to practice sorcery”
One who casts a “spell” -NASB “wizard” -KJV
#2267
cheber
from 2266
“company, association, spell”
“medium” -NASB
#178
ob
from an unused word
“a bottle (made from animal skin), a necromancer”

“spiritist”
#3049
yiddeoni
from 3045
“familiar spirit”
In a nutshell, what all of these phr ases are talking about is
divination and calling upon powers (read demons, pagan gods
(demons again), or supposedly the dead (demons again)) from a
Pagan perspective. This is in contrast to prophecy (and now
Scripture), which is the correct method for c alling upon the Lord
and listening to His instruction.
Modern day examples of these evil pr actices are: Astrology; tarot;
I Ching; runes; Ouija boards; Radionics / psychometr y; palmistry;
crystal-gazing; metoscopy / physiognomy / phrenolog y;
geomancy; and water-dowsing.
None of this has to do with W ebster’s definition of magic. We as
Christian role-players do not want to be involved in any of the
above forms of “magic”, and should avoid designing a roleplaying game that endorses such things. It is not necessarily a sin
to play a character involved in such things, ho wever, as it’s the
character and not the player who is involved. But if we are
actually designing a game, these things should be evil and offlimits to our heroic player characters.
How does one use magic in a role-playing game that is not a part
of the “evil” magic? Simple; since it is our world we are creating,
then let an unknown power, magic, become part of the Creation.
This avoids all the controversy. Magic is another unknown power
in creation, just like gravity and magnetism. There is no c alling on
entities or powers. Every player character, or certain player
characters that have the ability, knows how to tap into Magic, and
use it, just like some scientists kno w how to tap into nuclear
fission and use it. Magic is mor ally neutral and can be used for
evil or for good, just like gr avity, fire, water, air, animals, plants,
rocks, etc. etc. Man uses Creation for both evil and good. This
model of Magic allows for character and game referees to make
liberal use of it.
It is interesting to find out that the 1st Edition of Advanced
Dungeons & Dragons uses this model for their magic system.
“The triggering action draws power from some plane of the
multiverse. Whether the spell is an abjuration, conjuration,
alteration, enchantment, or whatever, there is a flow of energy first from the spell caster, then from some plane to the area
magicked or enspelled by the caster. The energy flow is not from
the caster per se, it is from the utterance of sounds, each of
which is charged with energy which is loosed when the proper
formula and/or ritual is completed with their utterance. This

power then taps the desired plane (whether or not the spell user
has any idea of what or where it is) to cause the spell to function.
It is much like plugging in a heater; the electrical outlet does not
hold all the electrical energy to cause the heater to function, but
the wires leading from it, ultimately to the power station, bring
the electricity to the desired location.”
- Advanced Dungeons and Dragons Dungeon Masters Guide,
p.40. In a Christian game of AD&D, the “po wer station” would be
the force of magic in God’s creation.
What is a Christian worldview? How does this model of magic fit a
Christian worldview? A worldview is how you perceive the world
and interact with it. Christians perceive and inter act with the world
around them differently than do non- Christians. First, Christians
have a set moral code laid out in Scripture. All mor al and ethical
decisions are based upon the standard of Scripture. Second,
Christians see the world as a product of God’s design. Some may
differ on how God designed it, but they do see it as a product of
divine direction and creativity. Most non-Christians see the world
as the product of random chance and time. Christians vie w the
world through an odd set of spectacles. One lens sees Existential
Reality, the physical world around us. The other lens sees the
Essential Reality, the Kingdom of God, though through a ver y dim
glass. With our special spectacles, we vie w the world around us
differently than non-Christians do. We see value in things that the
world views as worthless, and devalue things the world holds in
high esteem. But what does this have to do with magic in roleplaying games? Only that it is the worldvie w of the game that
determines the ethical, moral, and creative thinking of its
participants. And it is the G M who is the force that controls what
worldview the game takes on.
In apologetics, the term “magical world view” has been coined
recently. This view says that supernatural powers or forces can be
manipulated through rituals. Please do not confuse my use of the
word magic, with the idea of a magic al worldview. The concept of
the magical world view sees unknown powers or the mystical
power of God as being manipulated by us humans through the
use of key words (“In Jesus Name” used as a “magic” phr ase to
manipulate God) and through the use of rituals (“fasting” in order
that prayers while fasting will be more effective). In my opinion,
this is counter to the Christian worldvie w. But still, there is some
sense in which we do have an effect (not manipulation) on what
God does in response to us (JAM 5:16 Confess your faults one to
another, and pray one for another, that ye may be healed. The
effectual fervent prayer of a righteous man availeth much. -K JV).
The Christian worldview, however, sees prayer and works not as
an attempt to manipulate God, but as an appeal to Him for His
help. He may give an answer different than our expectations. The
Christian worldview sees all power and all authority in Christ,
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which makes it impossible for anyone to manipulate Him. He not
only created reality, but also sustains it. ROM 11:36 For from Him
and through Him and to Him are all things. To Him be the glory
forever. Amen. -NASB. Here the term magic takes on a different
meaning, one where magic is no longer used to describe an
unknown power to the observer, but used to describe the key
words or rituals used to invoke a response from a po wer. Magic,
in this sense of the word, is something that the first person is
doing. Magic in the Webster sense is something that the third
person is observing.
Looking back to our excerpt from AD&D’s DM’s Guide, we see
spells described in terms of key words and rituals. Y et they are
clear to point out that this is the prescribed method of dr awing
the power from the “power station” to supplement the c aster’s
own power, and not a method used to manipulate supernatur al
powers (God). It is not the method that defines a magic al
worldview, but the intentions. So, AD&D magic would not fall into
the category of a magical worldview.
The GM must decide how he wishes magic to operate in his
campaign, and the way it operates should reflect our Christian
World View. The only truly acceptable option is that magic is a
force of nature that God has put into oper ation, like gravity.
Games systems that use magic, such as G URPS, (A)D&D,
Earthdawn, Warhammer Fantasy, Alternity (using the FX: Beyond
Science sourcebook), In Nomine (referring to songs), Toon (using
Dungeons and Toons from the Tooniversal Tour Guide), etc., can
all be easily brought in line with a Christian world vie w by simply
defining your terms used in the games so that magic is a natur al
energy source. “Point based” and “cast and forget” spell systems
are easy to link to magic as a natur al force of creation. And in
fact, it also allows for more flexibility on the part of the G M for
having Low Magic areas in the game. Char acters that start relying
on spells too often can find themselves in a Low Magic area
where their spells are not as effective.
Now some will argue that magic in an R PG could be high
technology that the users do not understand, and not a force of
nature. However, I would argue that the Webster’s definition of
magic does not cover technology. Although we may not
understand exactly how a piece of technology does what it does,
we still recognize it as a man-made device. Magic as a natur al
force is more mysterious and thro ws in the element of the
wonder that one would hope to see in a fantasy R PG. In this way,
magic is still unknown, holds its mysterious elements, and still
meets up to the standard of a Christian wold vie w.
What about clerical magic and psionics? They are beyond the
scope of this article, but, in a nutshell, they c an easily be
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converted to a Christian worldview. Psionics are simply another
natural force in God’s creation. Cleric al “magic” is simply a
method that God ordains for His follo wers to use to call upon
angels to do certain tasks for the glor y of God. The ‘gods’ of good
in a polytheistic game system are simply angels of the L ord with
specific areas of responsibility, like the river god in C.S. L ewis’
Narnia Chronicles. A clerical “spell” that is not godly in nature will
simply fail or will be c arried out be something other than an
angel with dire consequences.
So, you need not throw out the baby with the bath water, but
simply define the terms to make the system conform to a
Christian worldview.

by M. J. Young
I believe in magic.
I see the world as a vast battlefield on which the supernatur al
armies of God and Satan struggle for the souls of men. Magic is
rampant in this world. Every time a believer sins or a sinner
repents, these are events of spiritual signific ance. To quote from
the movie Ladyhawke, “I believe in mir acles; it’s part of my job.”
As I walk by faith or seek divine guidance, I’m tapping into po wer
and knowledge from the supernatural realm—in short, magic.
I was first drawn to fantasy role play bec ause of its magic. The
worlds of those earliest games shared something in common with
ours: the spiritual battle was manifest in the material realm. I
played no game more Christian than this. While others criticized
Dungeons & Dragons for its magic, demons, and deities, those
were exactly the things for which I most pr aised it. Magic was
alive and well in the fantasy world, and men were deeply
involved in the immortal struggle.
Yet Christians are afraid of magic. Many claim that role playing is
evil because of the magic, that it would not be evil were it not for
the inclusion of supernatural elements. Others suggest that it
would be all right to include magic, so long as it is reduced to
some form of lost science without any supernatur al connection.
The Bible warns against witchcraft and sorcery and many other
practices of heathen religions. For many, these admonitions are
taken quite seriously—even “pretend” magic is suspect.
C. S. Lewis would certainly have disagreed. He commented that
the pagan was closer to the gospel than the atheist, the nature
worshiper nearer salvation than the naturalist, and that the devil’s
greatest trick was convincing the world that he did not exist. Our
world is filled with atheists and agnostics who have ever y faith
that there is no God and no devil. These are people for whom
religious tolerance is a paternalistic arrogance under which all
religion is false and therefore irrelevant, who openly accept
religious believers as superstitious fools. The Bible does not warn
us against such anti-supernaturalists or their practices because
they are a modern phenomenon. In Biblic al times no one
doubted the supernatural, so there was no need to warn God’s
people against them. While the Bible is intended for us it was first
intended for them, and contains nothing which was not needed
by the first people to whom it was written.

Although I’ve been referee for more hours of fantasy than any
other genre, I’ve played more hours of science fiction games.
These games disturb me, precisely bec ause there is no magic, no
spirit powers, no gods. They have bought the lie that God either
does not exist or does not matter, and are selling it back to
gamers in full measure. In our fear that we might be involved in
the suggestion of forbidden practices of heathen religions we
draw away from the greatest apologetic tool our gener ation has
seen, and drive people toward those games which sell the lie. W e
even argue that we should write the lie into our fantasy games.
We say that magic is O. K. if it is disconnected from gods and
supernatural powers, turned into another form of science —
in short, that the game is only good if it teaches that there is no
God, or that He has no po wer. We’ve bought the lie, and we’re
preaching it.
The devil has convinced most of the world that there is no magic,
that neither he nor God exists. Yet he is beginning a next step: he
is bringing magic back to the world under a ne w guise. The old
witches understood that they were consorting with demons; they
chose to bet against God. The ne w witches don’t believe in God
or demons, but in some inner personal po wer and the ability to
tap the forces of nature — supernatur al power without
supernatural involvement. The godless supernatural, the
naturalistic magic, the atheist’s mystery religion are the next layer
of deception. Take the supernatural out of magic, and you move
one more step away from God.
I would encourage you to run and play games in which magic is
real, in which God or the gods have po wer, and the battle
between good and evil has a supernatur al dimension in which
mortals are involved. Even if you play science fiction, western,
espionage, cops & robbers, or any of the wealth of other modern
and futuristic settings, consider how magic could be included. Do
not fear imaginary magic. Be far more afraid of atheism and
agnostic naturalism and materialism, for these lies will destroy far
more souls in our age than will ever fall prey to witchcr aft or
paganism. Those who believe in a god who is not The God are
closer to discovering the truth than those who are convinced that
no such gods exist.
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By Tim Brown
“Magic is a matter of symbolism and intent.”
—Randall Garrett, Too Many Magicians
Most role-playing games (RPGs) include some kind of magic or
occult phenomena as part of the game. This fact makes some
people uncomfortable. Some Christians go so far as to insist that
any activity - games, movies, whatever - including the portr ayal of
magic must be avoided in order to
maintain a right relationship with God
and to follow His moral guidance.
On careful examination, however,
the arguments used to support this stand
are weak, both from a logic al and
Scriptural perspective.

different in principle to any game of make-believe or exercise in
imagination. Everyone knows that the events and characters
described in the game are not real; almost ever ything that
happens in the plot of the game involves things that the players
themselves could not or would not ever do. Criticism of R PGs
based on the idea that the players are c asting real spells or
worshipping false gods is hollow; even those gamers who are
occultists in real life draw a sharp distinction between games and
reality. Games are make-believe; reality is, well, real.
From what little I know about occult beliefs and practices, the
magic in most RPGs is not the kind of
“magic” one finds in the real world.
Pagans, Wiccans, warlocks and the like
are not about throwing fireballs or turning
oneself invisible or transforming people
into insects; they are primarily about
secret knowledge and symbolism and
nature-worship, and the powers they
claim to possess are the sort of things that
to outsiders look like coincidence or luck.
In role-playing games, magic is a way
characters can do things “far beyond the
powers of mortal man” (to quote the old
Superman TV show), which add to the
fun and drama of the game. Most R PG
magic has about as much to do with realworld magic as The Phantom Menace has
to do with the Apollo Program: both include spaceships and
computers and heroism, but they are ver y different events. One is
real and the other is fiction; one is a scientific expedition and the
other is, at best, a symbolic explor ation of morality and society.
Both are rollicking good stories; both are vital parts of societ y in
their own way, but few if any people doubt which is real and
which is just a story.

Is magic
in an RPG
too close to
real-life
practice?

There are two aspects to this controversy:
1) what is actually happening when
magic appears in an R PG, and 2) what
does Scripture have to say about this? In
this essay I address the issue of fact
rather than the application of Scripture —
not because Scripture is less important,
but because it is impossible to apply
Scripture properly without knowing the
factual truth about any situation barring direct divine inspir ation,
which lies outside the realm of the merely r ational mind. The
question of how the Bible applies to the situation, and ho w
certain scriptures are often used incorrectly to attack role-playing
games, is the subject of another essay.

First of all, the players are not performing magic, even when their
characters are. Despite lurid novels and movies, players do not
recite incantations and perform rituals during a game session.
Sometimes certain phrases and props are used to add
atmosphere and drama to a game, but even those gamers who
believe in magic in the real world do not perform their rituals as
part of the play. Most gamers are quite content with saying “My
character throws a fireball at him,” with little or no attention paid
to the details of how this is done by the char acter. This is no
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The underlying principle in assessing the mor al implications of
role-playing games that include magic is this: R PGs are works of
fiction, intended as entertainment. The events therein are not real,
and no one involved sees them as real. What distinguishes R PGs
from movies, novels, and board games is that ever yone shares
the responsibility of building the story, actively involving the
imagination of every player in a way that no other recreation c an

duplicate. As works of fiction, R PGs should be held to the same
moral standard as any other fiction. Does the presence of magic
in a novel automatically make that novel harmful to one’s spirit?
If so, one dare not read many works by C. S. L ewis, Tolkien, and
MacDonald, Christian writers of remarkable insight and rich
symbolism. If occultism in a movie offends, then one must avoid
such classics as the Star Wars saga, Raiders of the Lost Ark, or
even The Ten Commandments.
Does this mean that we should not be at all concerned about
magic in our games? Hardly. Just as the presentation and intent
of books and movies should be c arefully assessed, so should our
games, especially those that involve the imagination and creativit y
as intimately as RPGs. Just like the inclusion of violence, the
presentation and intent of occultism in R PGs can be obsessive and
corrupting, or it can be symbolic, insightful, and an effective part
of a good story.

The issues that must be addressed when assessing a role-playing
game, like any work of imaginative fiction, are (to par aphrase the
quote above) symbolism and intent. By “symbolism” I mean the
actual presentation of magic - is there an unhealthy obsession
with the details of magic rituals and beliefs, or is it simply a makebelieve set of abilities within the stories? “Intent” is just that, the
objective of the players as they weave their stor y using pencil,
paper, dice and imagination. Is the intent of the players to learn
about and practice occultism? Or is it to use well-kno wn and
powerful imagery as means to dramatise the events and
characters of the story? Do any of the players sho w confusion
between what is done in the game and what is possible and
acceptable in real life? In short, to make a proper mor al
judgement about a role-playing game requires kno wledge and
understanding. It is not something that c an be settled by
sweeping pronouncements, prejudice and ignorance. Insight and
clear thinking are needed to properly sort out what is good and
useful from what is simply harmful; blanket judgements will only
alienate people unnecessarily and exclude one from many
enjoyable and enlightening experiences.
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by Ron Hancock

THEORIES OF MAGIC
Magic is often a controversial issue when Christians play R PGs.
I agree wholeheartedly with what the Bible says and - in our
world and in the fantasy worlds I play in - I believe occult activit y
(drawing on evil powers) is sinful and wrong. I have, ho wever,
made an effort to keep fictitious magic in my fantasy world,
trying various explanations for its presence as well as its uses
and moral ramifications in the worlds I build.
One option I’ve found is to simply eliminate magic altogether .
This approach works fine for most sci-fi R PGs but not so well in
medieval fantasy. A world without magic or magic al creatures
tends to be more like historic al reenactment than fantasy, and the
feelings of adventure in the game wears off r ather quickly if
you’re not a history buff.
Another approach places magic in the hands of only po werful,
evil characters. I tried this method for a fe w sessions in my earlier
gaming days. In AD&D I allo wed the PC’s to use only cleric al
spells, treating them as God-granted powers rather than spells,
and had them fight evil mages. The games proved to be ver y
unbalanced. Evil had unlimited access to spells and thus greater
power then the clerics, which I don’t feel is right, either .
The next course I took was just writing off the Scriptur al
implications since it is just a game. I don’t like the idea of
becoming so attached to a character or a game that I am
emotionally affected by what takes place in the fantasy world
anyway, so a state of detachment is natur al for me. This worked
fine for a while, and I even played around with a fe w characters I
wouldn’t have tried out before. Though it didn’t make sense to
play an occult-wielding minister of Christ, I simply ignored the
characters’ religious beliefs and had fun. The problem with that
method for me, though, is that I wasn’t comfortable leaving God
out of my games. I want him to be an aspect of ever y activity in
my day, and pushing him out of a fantasy world that I spent a
great deal of time building, rebuilding, and populating didn’t feel
right to me.
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Finally I came across the idea I had been looking for . I’m going to
try to summarize the way I use magic in my c ampaign while
keeping God a part of it. K eep in mind that this is my approach.
If you use any of the aforementioned methods, that does not
make your game better or worse than mine. The key part of the
game is whether you enjoy it or not, and the key part of being a
Christian is living a full life through obedience to God and
His Word for your life.

MAGIC IN MY CHRISTIAN FRP
All around us in this world there are natur al powers and natural
laws which are set in place by God. W e have responsibility over
some of these powers, such the power to make an impact on
others, the power to take life, or the dominion over the animals
given to mankind in Genesis. These abilities, or “po wers,” are
placed within our grasp but should be used to God’s glor y, and
sometimes not used at all. With them comes the responsibilit y to
use them wisely. However, these abilities in and of themselves
are neutral. How we utilize them determines whether our
“powers” are good or evil.
Consider a fantasy world where magic is a po wer that resides all
around us, such as the po wers described above. It is a truly
neutral force that can be drawn on for the use of good or evil.
I am not advocating “White Magic” in this, the real world, simply
because that power is not drawn from a neutral source. I am
saying that in a fantasy or my thological setting, magic can be just
such a neutral power.
Suppose that through hundreds or even thousands of years
mankind (or elvenkind, etc.) has learned to tap this force. The
basis of non-clerical magic in the AD&D rules is based on this
theory, that non-clerical magic is neither inherently evil nor
wrong. Arguing the evil of magic in the stated fictitious world is as
sensible as arguing the good or evil qualities of gr avity in this
world. (“Gravity killed an innocent child who fell from a windo w,
so it must be evil.”)

With such groundwork laid down in a fantasy world, it is no w
possible to even use the unaltered W ord of God in your c ampaign
and the priests that represent it. It is also possible for your
character to follow the teachings of Jesus wholeheartedly and still
use the powers of ‘magic.’ However, just like any other limited
power mankind can gain, magic is subject to the L ord of the
Universe (and Multiverse) and is dwarfed by His po wer. Also,
when a man gains power above those around him, it tends to go
to his head. As with any other responsibility, it can effect a
character’s walk with God if it is ill-used. If you are DM’ing a game
under this system, I strongly recommend that you keep tabs on
how characters use their magic. If the
character is attempting to play the
equivalent of a Christian and is using the
power of magic for illicit or selfish
purposes, then they should feel guilt y
for their actions, just as any Christian
characters should feel if they are taking
advantage of others.

This adds a degree of myster y and respect for the DM,
as I’m sure many veteran players know.
On a similar note, if a player in your group disagrees with your
take on magic, but is still comfortable playing with your group,
allow his character to hold a radical anti-magic view; it makes for
some great role-playing. However, you do need to remember that
the world is for the players and you should keep their desires in
mind when adding to or changing the current religious systems in
your game.

Another question
that comes up
is the option of
salvation for
other races...

Another question that comes up is the
option of salvation for other races and
even monsters. For this to be clarified, it
becomes necessary to know the origin
of these races. Concerning the handful
of playable races in the AD&D game
(elves, humans, gnomes, etc.), I am
inclined to say that they all were created.
Not necessarily alongside mankind, possibly either before or after .
Multiple creations are not decidedly un-Scriptural; there are those
that believe Genesis 1 alludes to an earlier creation and that the
demons are the spirits of those that lived before God c alled light
into being.

When fantasy is discussed, another
subject that often comes up is the idea
of other gods, since many fantasy
worlds are polytheistic. Something you
might want to look into on this topic is
the Christian Mythos by Matthew
Shelton. I agree with much of what he
says and have altered his system for my
own uses in my campaign. You can find
his posted views at his web page:
http://www1.afmnet.net/~gnba/
books/olik/Articles_Writings.html

I hope these views and ideas have helped you in using your game
as a ministry tool and to glorify our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ.
If not, I hope you at least have gained some insight by reading
them. If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to contact
me via e-mail at darcnus77@yahoo.com

As for the inherently evil races, such as the goblins, I’m more
inclined to say they are warped creatures or the spawn of fallen
angels, simply for playability’s sake. I find this believable in my
campaign and have yet to run into any real problems. They c an
have a degree of neutrality, or even goodness sometimes,
but just as the animals or the undead they have no soul and
cannot be saved.
An important thing to remember when thinking of approaches to
the religious implications of a fantasy world is that, just like in the
real world, religious scholars are seldom going to agree. There
are many mysteries in our world that we may never kno w the
answers to, and different people will have different explanations.
If you are comfortable with the ideas so far, but c an’t find an
explanation that “feels right,” don’t pick one. When you lay do wn
several teachings for the players to choose their beliefs from, they
think that only you know the “truth,” even when you don’t.
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A Quick Look at
Mage: the Ascension

wife, my three sisters, and my oldest sister’s fiancee (and later
husband) were playing. When Elizabeth and Tom first joined the
group and were about to make char acters, I first had a little intro
piece that I did for them before they even gener ated characters.

by Seth Ben-Ezra
with input from Crystal Ben-Ezra

It wasn’t very long, but I felt that it helped to give a brief over view
of the world of Mage and set an appropriate mood.
Unfortunately, I don’t have an exact copy of what I said, but since
I feel that it worked so well, I will attempt to recreate it as best as I
can. If it helps, imagine the music from the opening scene of
Bladerunner playing over top of this. That is what I was playing in
the background when I gave this intro.

One of my favourite R PGs is Mage: the Ascension, published by
White Wolf. Yes, I hear you gasp. Ho w can a Christian play such a
game? Isn’t it tied to real-world occult ideas? Is it possible to play
without becoming entangled in the web
of such ideas? Well, not necessarily, as I
hope to show. I feel like I have been able
to come to grips with the game, excise
what is bad, and keep the good.
Hopefully, through this
discussion, I will be able to sho w my
approach to some of Mage’s concepts,
including how I deal with magick and
what “icky” concepts get ditched.
Ultimately, this is an attempt by someone
who has played Mage to portray it in a
fair light, to assist those of you who are
weighing various issues related to it.

“Imagine a world. A world like our
world. A world of darkness. Behold the
city, its skyscrapers thrust like defiant fists
towards the skies, covering the streets
below with the shadow of power. Far, far
above, the powerful scheme and plot,
manipulating and manoeuvring, while
below, the huddled masses scurry in the
shadows, seeking shelter. The world
seems to be caught somewhere between
a howl of pain and a scream of terror . In
the darkness, other things lurk. The old
myths are true. Vampires, werewolves,
the Restless dead, all roam the night,
playing their games of power in the dark.
The supernatural moves and walks
among the Sleepers, and magick is not dead. Y es, the tales of
power are true. Reality is not fixed but is fluid. The beliefs of the
Sleepers moulds the world around them, but there are those who
can move against the tide, c an change the world despite the will
of the Sleepers, can do magick.

How can
a Christian
play such
a game?

One small note: recently the Revised
edition of Mage was released, which,
among other things, advanced the metaplot behind Mage and, as
I understand it, has made the game darker and more mystic al.
My game was run using Second edition rules and background,
which I will continue to use. A s such, my comments may not
apply to the Revised edition of Mage. Y ou will have to evaluate it
for yourself.
I think that it will be helpful to start by briefly describing one of
my Mage chronicles, which ran from December of 1998 to
October of 1999. The chronicle in question was entitled “A Plague
of Dragons” and was originally intended for only one player, my
wife. As time went on, more players were added. Ultimately, my
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Behind the scenes these mages wage a war for the hearts and
minds of the Sleepers, a war with nothing less than the fate of
Reality on the line.
The Technocracy seeks to impose the oppressive par adigm of
science on the Masses. The insane Mar auders threaten the

stability of the world with their chaotic world vie ws, while the
Nephandi plot to tear down all that is and all that will be. And
between them walk the Traditions, valiantly trying to guard reality
for the Sleepers, to bring wonder back to the world, to oppose the
chaos and the oppression and the destruction. The battle lines
are drawn. Will you enter the war for realit y? The time has come
to stand forth, to pass through the Curtain, and Awaken.”
Now for a brief plot synopsis of our chronicle. Basic ally the PC’s
were a group of mages who had joined together in a struggle to
defeat a Nephandi plot (the Nephandi are evil mages that consort
with demons and do Evil Stuff like that) to summon back their
master, an entity known as the Black Dragon. Along the way,
they fought past Technocratic cyborg killing machines called HIT
Marks (think Terminator on steroids), entered a dark Nephandi
stronghold called the Labyrinth TWICE, lost several friends,
including a fellow mage and a Technocratic Man in Black (long
story), freed one of their companions from mind control, revealed
a traitorous Master, infiltrated a martial arts dojo run by
Nephandi, engaged in several displays of skilled martial arts
(performed by my wife’s character), saved a family of Sleepers
(including two young children), met a friendly Vampire and saw
him on to his final rest, r aided a Technocracy stronghold, battled
street gangs in a nightclub, drank a LOT of cappuccino and caffe
lattes (and ate lemon poppy seed muffins), and, in a thrilling
finale, faced their darkest fears in the depths of evil’s fortress and
defeated the evil Nephandi through one of the PC’s noble
sacrifice in a particularly cruel death.
This chronicle was something of a cross bet ween Call of Cthulhu,
Cyberpunk, and super-heroes. Despite the dark setting, the
chronicle was very heroic in nature, although not without a
significant amount of tragedy. In fact, my players still yell at me
about the tragic death of Special Agent Jack Daughert y.
Nevertheless, there is nothing very unusual about this chronicle.
Change some details of setting and it could be a fantasy
campaign, with the PC’s attacking the evil mage in his c astle.
No occult elements were referenced, nor did they need to be
referenced to have an enjoyable game.
At this point, you may be wondering if my head is scre wed on
straight. After all, this is a game about magic (or magick, as the
game puts it), right? Isn’t this where all the occult problems are?
Can you have a good Mage game if the magick system
is off-base?
Obviously, the core of Mage is its approach to magick. After all, all
the PC’s are mages and wield magick. Ho wever, instead of being
a problem for me, it is Mage’s unique approach to magick that
makes it so attractive and enjoyable to me. Let’s see if I can sum it
up well. Mage postulates one simple idea, that realit y is not fixed.

Certainly there is a baseline realit y which involves certain very
basic concepts, but much of realit y is shaped by the beliefs of the
people who inhabit it. What is and is not possible is dictated by
what the Sleepers (i.e. normals) believe. So, as an example, the
scientific principles that allow an aeroplane to fly are a result of
the Sleepers’ belief in those scientific principles. If the Sleepers
were to believe that something else could c ause flight
(e.g. holding two feathers and flapping them), that would work.
However, mages can “buck the system”, so to speak, doing things
that can completely violate what consensual realit y (the Sleepers’
beliefs) dictates. However, there is a cost to be paid: P aradox.
Reality has inertia. Push it too hard, and it’ll push back. That’s why
obviously impossible things, like throwing fireballs or levitating
(called ‘vulgar magick’ in the game) are r arely used. In fact, they
can be very dangerous to attempt. Instead, effects are used that
appear like lucky “coincidences” (thus the name ‘coincidental
magick’). So, rather than teleporting across town (vulgar), you just
happen to be able to find a ta xi during rush hour in Ne w York
(coincidental). Rather than hurling bolts of po wer at the
motorcycle thugs attacking you from their bikes (vulgar), they all
suffer rather nasty blowouts while travelling at full speed
(coincidental). You get the idea. Reality is much more forgiving of
these subtle manipulations than all-out assaults against realit y
that vulgar magick represents, but whether the mage is merely
manipulating or is all-out violating realit y, sooner or later, Paradox
will take its toll. And believe me, it’s not a pleasant thing when it’s
time to pay the Paradox piper.
This is also why the A scension War (the major plot device that
drives much of the conflict) is so important. If you c an change the
mindset in an area, you c an change what is and isn’t possible
according to consensual reality. You can therefore make your
magick easier to perform and conversely, your enemies magick
harder to perform.
Now, it is at precisely this point that many of the occult concerns
that have been raised come to the fore. It is true that certain
occult practices are referenced in Mage and that the belief
systems of many of the Traditions are drawn from potentially
questionable sources. However, two facts need to be raised. First,
“occult” practices are not the only methodolog y (or focus)
available to the mage. There are sever al factions (the
Technocracy, Sons of Ether, and the Virtual Adepts) who do
“magic” through super-technology (or weird science). This is an
equally valid means in Mage of doing magick. More importantly,
in Mage it is not practically important to know the precise details
behind the focus being employed. Rather, the use of focuses falls
into a similar category as AD&D’s concept of spell components.
Remember those? Some spells required magic words, some
required hand motions, some even required some physic al item.
Did you need to know what the exact details were? Of course not.
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They were important, though, because they establish limitations
on magic. If you were tied up, you weren’t going to be c asting a
spell that required hand motions. If you were running buck naked
through the woods (hey, it could happen), there’s no way you
were going to cast that fireball spell (no sulphur and guano). It’s
exactly the same in Mage. The focuses you choose are not critic al
to the game. Rather, they define what you c an and cannot do
with your magick (and when). Moreover, you choose your o wn
focuses; they are not defined for you. So, don’t want to use
“occult” focuses? Fine; don’t. The game doesn’t stop you. In fact, it
encourages you to create your o wn. I have avoided much of the
“icky” occult tendencies that are in Mage by this simple expedient.
I feel that a lot of the recent furore over Mage has been a bit
misplaced. Why do I like the magick system? It has nothing to do
with any occult overtones. I strip those
out right away. Besides, the game does
a rather poor job of portraying realworld magical practices well. In fact, Phil
Brucato, the designer of Second Edition
Mage, specifically notes in his FAQ,
which is available both in The Book of
Mirrors and on the White Wolf web
page (www.white-wolf.com), that he
specifically avoided as many real-world
magical practices as possible for fear of
offending someone. So, if the occult
influences are gone, what’s left? A
bizarre idea about reality being fluid
and based on the beliefs of those who
inhabit it. Do I enjoy it as a philosophy?
No. Actually, it’s a pretty stupid way to
try to explain the world. Push it a little and you’ll see all the holes.
So, why do I like it? Bec ause it’s an interesting idea, and it allo ws
me to dodge bullets.

Mage is the same way. There’s all this gobbledygook about
“consensual reality”, “paradigms”, and whatnot, but in the end,
it is just a game reason to allo w characters to leap tall buildings
with a single bound, move faster than the eye c an follow, or
just be in the right place at the right time to avoid getting shot by
that sniper. Super-hero stuff, with no c apes and an
interesting back-story.
Are there other occult elements in Mage? Sad to say, there are.
Two of these I want to touch on are Avatars and Seekings.
According to the official backstory, every person has an Avatar,
which is a shard of one of the original Pure Ones. A mage’s
Avatar is Awake, which is what allo ws him to do magick. This is
obviously lifted from the “spark of the divine” of Gnostic thought.
A Seeking is an inner spirit quest in which a mage, guided by his
Avatar, learns more of how to unlock his
powers. This too is a Ne w Age concept.
What do I do with these elements? Simple:
I throw them away and never look back. I
feel very uncomfortable role-playing this
kind of New Age-ish activity. Moreover,
even if I didn’t, it wouldn’t add any thing to
my core reason for enjoying the game:
dodging bullets.

So if
the occult
influences
are gone,
what’s left?

Allow me to explain this last comment. I’m sure that many of you
have seen the movie The Matrix. F or those of you who haven’t,
The Matrix puts forth the idea of a computer-gener ated virtual
reality, where all the laws of physics are recreated by the
computer code. However, because this reality is just an illusion
based on a computer program, some of the rules (like gr avity and
speed) can be changed or even ignored by those who have been
properly trained. However, the movie does not seek to espouse
this as a workable philosophy to explain life. No. Rather, it goes
through all the effort of setting this up so we c an see Keanu
Reeves doing gravity-defying back flips, dodging bullets, and really
awesome martial arts! In the end, The Matrix, for all its
appearance of being a “serious” S F movie, is really a super-hero
film. Not that there’s any thing wrong with that.
(Personally, I thought it was a really cool movie.)
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Do I think that Mage is perfect? By no
means. There are several areas of the
game that I seriously question, which
therefore I do not use in my games.
However, I have seen this sort of editing
done with other games. I specific ally recall
in WT&D #1 that someone wrote an
article adjusting In Nomine. I must confess that my impressions of
that game have not been positive. After all, here is a game that
posits a form of dualism bet ween God and Satan. It depicts angels
as rebellious soldiers and permits as an equally acceptable option
role-playing demons. Demons, for crying out loud! However, this
game was reconciled with a Christian world vie w, at least in
someone’s mind, and I’ll not dispute it. After all, this person had
read the game, was familiar with its ins and outs, and had made
Biblically informed decisions regarding its content. Why c an’t the
same be true for Mage? Cut out the yuck, keep the rest. If you still
don’t like what’s left, don’t play. But rest assured that there’s at
least one Christian group who is playing Mage, having eliminated
the base occultism, and having a lot of fun fighting monsters,
defeating evil, and drinking flavoured coffee.

Optional rules for the DC Universe RPG

By Dale Meier
West End Games’ DC Universe R PG is something I’ve been waiting
for quite a while. Unfortunately, there are a fe w holes in the rules.
For example, while there is a Magic Manipulation po wer, there
are no magic spells listed. At the same time, it has c ybernetic
villains such as Metallo and the C yborg (Hank Henshaw), but no
cybernetics system. The following rules are merely guidelines
taken from other sources using the D6 rules, namely “Using
GURPS Magic with D6” by Duane Abrames, and Cracken’s Rebel
Field Guide for Star Wars. While they add to the rules already
presented in the DC Universe rulebook, I have tried my best to
keep things simple.

Magic
While West End Games’ new DC Universe RPG does include
Magic Manipulation, it lacks one vital ingredient — spells.
In “Using GURPS Magic with D6,” Duane Abrames
(bleys@iname.com) presents an intriguing system for using
GURPS spells in the D6 system. In order to make his system
more compatible with the DC Universe game, use the
following guidelines:
1) The magic disciplines remain categorized as per
Abrames’ system:
Apportation - Movement and Gate spells
Creation - Making & Breaking and Illusion & Creation spells
Forces - All the Elements, Light & Darkness, Sound, and
Technological spells
Life - Food, Animal, Plant, and Body Control spells
Magic - Enchantment, Meta-Spells, and Protection &
Warning spells
Mind - Knowledge, Communication & Empathy, and Mind
Control spells
Necromancy - Necromantic spells
2) Each discipline or “school” becomes a specialization of the
Arcane Knowledge skill. Allocating dice to the specializations is
handled as per the DC Universe char acter generation rules.

3) Based upon and extrapolated from the power level guidelines
given on pgs. 86-87, once they have reached the 5D level, a
hero can memorize as many spells as they have dice in the
Magic Manipulation power. Once they reach the 10D level,
they need not memorize spells as per the rules.
4) The actual mechanics of spell use are that of normal skill
resolution. The base difficulty for each spell is at least a 1
(Very Easy). Next, if the spell is classified as “V ery Hard” in
GURPS, add 4 to the difficulty. A spell that requires Mager y
has a difficulty of +1 per level of Mager y required. The
Narrator should then use the number of prerequisites the spell
has in GURPS to reflect how hard it is, so each prerequisite is
an additional +1. For a variable power spell, add another +1 to
the difficulty for each level above the lo west level of power
given in the spell’s description. The player must specif y the
level of power he or she wants their char acter to cast the spell
at before making the skill roll.
Modifying the examples in Abrames’ article to fit this system,
the spell Ignite Fire would have a base difficult y of 1 (Very Easy).
Extinguish Fire, which requires that the c aster already know Ignite
Fire (+1), has a base difficult y of 2 (Easy). Burning Death is a
“Very Hard” spell (+4) and requires prior kno wledge of the spells
Sickness and Heat (+2) and Mager y-2 (another +2). This makes
its difficulty 9 (Super-Heroic). If a spell seems too easy or hard,
the Narrator should adjust the difficulty to make it fit for
their game.
5) Additionally, the Narrator must apply any situational modifiers
to the difficulty. Fatigue is one of the prime situational
modifiers to consider. After a spell is c ast, have the character
make a Physique roll vs. the difficult y of the spell. If the roll is
successful, they experience no ill effects. If they fail, they lose
one Body Point per failure rolled. If the char acter is still
conscious (has not reached zero Body P oints), he or she may
still cast spells, but risks losing more Body P oints. If you feel
having a character take regular damage from spellc asting
fatigue is too extreme, I recommend using the blunt tr auma
rules found in the Narrator’s Screen booklet. In this c ase, the
character would still handle the strain of spellcasting by
making a Physique roll against the difficult y of the spell, but
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would lose their Blunt Trauma Points rather than their Body
Points before finally falling unconscious. The Dr ama Die affects
either roll as per a normal skill or attribute roll.
6) Spell failures are another hazard. Such events c an range in
intensity from minor (a fizzle) to tr aumatic (death). The Drama
Die affects spell casting just as it would a normal skill use. T o
gauge a spell failure’s effect, figure the difference bet ween the
roll and the difficulty and use the following table, based on the
damage system being used:
Difference
1-3
4-5
6
7
8
9
10

Standard Effect
Spell Fizzles
1D damage
2D damage
3D damage
4D damage
5D damage
6D damage*

Blunt Damage Effect
Spell Fizzles
1D blunt trauma damage
2D blunt trauma damage
3D blunt trauma damage
1D damage
2D damage
3D damage

Cybernetics and Bioware
With cybernetics and bioware, it is common in most games to
have some form of system dealing with the effects of the implants
on the character’s mental and physical well-being. Star Wars was
the only D6-based system by WEG that had a system for this. The
original D6 rulebook never covered it, unfortunately, nor did the
DCU rulebook. This system is based partially on the rules in
Cracken’s Rebel Field Guide and concepts from C yberpunk 2020
and Shadowrun.
Each character has their own tolerances for cyberware and
bioware. Some can handle the implantation of the ‘wares better
than others. Before a character is given cyberware or bioware, the
player must combine their Physique die code with the higher of
Presence or Willpower and roll that number of dice. The total
number of successes is the ma ximum amount of cyber points the
character can have before going c yberpsychotic or suffering some
form of biological failure. In figuring dice alloc ation during
character creation, one cyber point equals 1D of an Advantage.
A cyberpsychotic character is an unpredictable individual. They
may go on a killing spree or simply become c atatonic. A
cyberpsychotic may begin relating more with machines (much
like the villain Metallo in some ways) while finding human
interaction annoying at best and do wnright enraging at worst. A
character may even become depressed over losing a part of their
body and having it replaced by c ybernetics. In a worst-case
scenario, they might snap and become schizophrenic to deal with
the trauma. Every character will react differently and it is up to the
Narrator and perhaps even the player to decide ho w their
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character reacts. If a character does become cyberpsychotic, it is
recommended that they become an N PC under the Narrator’s
control until they are killed, imprisoned or recover from their
mental illness.
If the Narrator and player feel more guidelines are necessar y, use
the following system. Roll the Drama Die. On a success, the
character has a psychological problem related to their
cybernetics. On a failure, they have a physiologic al problem. On a
critical failure or critical success, they have both. For each cyber
point above the character’s max, they may take 1D of the
appropriate type(s) of disadvantage(s):
Psychological Effect(s)
Physiological Effect(s)
Delusions of Grandeur (+3D)
Addiction (+3D)*
Depression (+6D)
Allergy (+1D to +3D)*
Hallucinations (+3D)*
Amnesia (+1D to +3D)*
Kleptomaniacal Tendencies (+2D)
Blackout (+3D)
Nightmares (+4D)
Medical Problem (+6D)*
Obsessive Tendencies (+2D)
Poor Memory (+1D)*
Paranoia (+3D)
Unattractive Appearance (+3D)
Phobia (+3D to +7D)
Uncoordinated (+5D)
Psychological Disorder (+2D to +4D)
Weak Immune System (+3D)*
*—New disadvantage.

New Disadvantages
Below are several new disadvantages characters may take due to
cyberpsychosis (or not due to it, if the player so desires). Sever al
of these came from the original D6 System rulebook while others
were adapted from GURPS. The disadvantage “Medical Problem”
is listed here to describe the problems of C ybernetic Rejection
Syndrome (CRS or “The Curse”) and Cyber-Immunodeficiency
Syndrome (CIDS).
Addiction (+3D)— As defined on page 21 of The D6 System
rulebook, the character can’t go more than a day without
satisfying their addiction (alcohol, drugs, gambling, etc). If the
character does not satisfy their addiction, their metabolic rate
slows down, reducing their attribute codes by 1D for each day
the addiction goes unsatisfied. After about a week (or a time
period set by the Narrator), the character is “clean,” but is by
no means cured of their addiction. If they participate in the
addictive activity again, they must make a Difficult Willpo wer
roll to avoid becoming addicted again. (NO TE: This deviates
from the ruling in The D6 S ystem, which gave a 50 percent
chance of a relapse.)

Allergy (+1D to +3D)—An allergy can be either a boon or a curse
to a character. For some, it allows them to detect certain
substances before others; for others it c an be a deadly curse.
The GM and player must decide what the char acter is allergic
to for each allergy taken on and what kind of reaction they
will have. For each 1D purchased, the severit y will increase; a
1D allergy is the least threatening with a 3D allerg y potentially
being life threatening. Reactions to allergens may include
rashes, itching, watery eyes, sneezing, hot or cold flashes and
even shortness of breath.
Amnesia (+1D to +3D)—The character has suffered a mental
block or some sort of trauma (physical or mental) which keeps
them from remembering certain things. At +1D, the char acter
cannot remember who they are and fails to remember family
and friends but is still able to see fuzz y images in their mind’s
eye. At +2D, the character cannot remember and is unable to
see such images in their mind. At +3D, things are even more
serious as the character has taken on another identit y, either
because of the trauma or because of other conditions. In
game terms, for every 1D of this disadvantage, the char acter
rolls 1D less for any Kno wledge or Knowledge-based skill rolls.
Hallucinations (+3D)— The character has delusions at random
intervals and cannot distinguish between what is real and
what is imaginary. The Narrator has full control of
this disadvantage.
Medical Problem (CRS and CIDS)—These two medical problems
are particularly dangerous for c yborgs. Cybernetic Rejection
Syndrome is perhaps the most serious. The immune system of
the cyborg begins attacking their implants, which c an cause
damage to vital organs and threaten their life. F or each month
a character has CRS and remains untreated, they lose 1D of
Body Points. For every two months, their Reflexes,
Coordination and Physique attributes are reduced by 1D.
Once any attribute reaches 0D or the char acter’s Body Points
hit 0, the character has died of CRS.
In the case of Cyber-Immunodeficiency Syndrome, the character’s
immune system is either weakened or destroyed. In the early
onset, have the character make a Moderate Resistance roll. If they
succeed, their immune system is only weakened and they receive
the Weakened Immune System disadvantage (see below for its
effects). If they fail, their immune system has been totally
destroyed by the cybernetics and must remain on special drugs
the rest of their natural life (unless something happens to
regenerate their immune system). Characters with no immunity
whatsoever resist infections and diseases at t wo difficulty levels
higher than normal.

Poor Memory (+1D)— The character has trouble remembering
things. Whenever they must recall important information, they
suffer a -2D penalty to any Knowledge or Knowledge-based
skill rolls.
Weak Immune System (+3D)—Characters with weak immune
systems catch colds and other diseases faster than others.
Their bodies have a difficult time dealing with infections and
so the character makes all Resistance rolls against disease and
infection at one difficulty level higher than normal.

Using paranormal abilities with cyberware
In using paranormal abilities with cybernetics, the player and
Narrator must both remember that such things c an interfere with
the powers and vice versa. A character with regenerative abilities
may suddenly find a new arm pushing out his c ybernetic
prosthesis. A character who could fire energy blasts from their
hands may find they can no longer do so or may accidentally
conduct the energy down the implants and blow their prosthetic
hands to bits.
Unless the Narrator (and/or the player) has worked out a
reasonable idea of what may happen, use the follo wing guideline.
When the character tries to use a supernatural ability (e.g. cast a
spell), they must roll 1D vs. the number of c yber points they have.
If they roll higher than the number of points, they c an use the
ability as normal. If they fail, the difficult y rating for the task is
doubled—or, at the Narrator’s discretion, the task may
automatically fail. In social situations, the same rule applies at the
Narrator’s discretion.
Below are a few examples of cyberware taken from Cracken’s
Rebel Field Guide.
Cyber Net
Cyber Points: 3
Cost: Top secret military project—not for sale.
Notes: This special form of computer interface allo ws a character
to link directly with a computer. A special neuralware system
allows the user to link their br ain to a computer and program
it with greater ease. This is done using a form of wireless
Internet technology with a maximum range of 1,000 meters. A
cyber net user can also use special skill chips to boost their
skills through the cyber net. This cybernetic enhancement
boosts a character’s Computer Ops skill by 2D and c an
increase any Knowledge or Perception skill by 1D. The c yber
net can also store up to 8D worth of additional information.
The user can access this information at any time. Sadly, this
enhancement also has a side effect. A s time progresses, the
user loses more and more of their personalit y, becoming
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more distanced while at the same time becoming more aware
of things going on around themselves.
Cybernetic Prostheses
Cyber Points: 1 per replacement
Cost:
Hand: $1,000
Arm/Leg: $2,000
Eye/Ear: $2,750
Heart: $5,000
Lung: $6,000
Notes: Advances using alien technology researched by the
world’s top labs have led to astonishing breakthroughs in
medical prostheses. Using a special genetic template system,
doctors can now fit a prosthesis to a patient on a genetic level,
lowering the chances of rejection by the body . In the case of
limbs, a special metal cap containing the wiring for the
prosthesis is fitted to the patient’s body. The neuron jacks are
then grown during the operation. The recipient of the limb is
then given special treatment (special medic ations, placed in a
rejuvenation tank, exposed to special radioactive particles,
etc.). During that time, the template begins creating the
neuron jacks necessary to connect the prosthesis to the ner ves
(and other bodily systems) of the patient. Connected to a
diagnostic computer, the template then continues to run
checks for signs of rejection. A number of changes are made
at the genetic level in the neuron jacks by the template until
the connection is fully accepted by the host’s body . After the
installation is complete, the system runs checks ever y few
hours to insure the host’s body accepts the prosthesis. The
doctors can then create the synthflesh covering (if it is a limb)
and muscle build. The tone and texture of the ne w flesh is
drawn from the patient’s own genetic code. While these
prosthetics will function as their original counterparts, they will
not enhance a person’s performance.
Data Cache
Cyber Points: 2
Cost: Top secret military project—not for sale.
Notes: This simple data storage system is a form of wet ware used
by some military couriers and spies. The implant is placed
cleanly within the skull with no interference to the spinal
column. To use it, the user runs a small interface c able
between a port at the base of their skull and the computer to
be hacked. The system then gets the data and do wnloads it
into a small memory cell (up to 8D) po wered by a tiny battery.
The user cannot interact with the data in any way unless it is
uploaded to a computer.
Enhanced Cyberoptics
Cyber Points: 2
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Cost: Top secret military project—not for sale.
Notes: This set of enhanced c yberoptics allows the character to
see into the ultraviolet and infrared spectrums, giving a 2D
boost to a character’s Search and Tracking skills.
Reflex Boost
Cyber Points: 2
Cost: Top secret military project—not for sale
Notes: This network of biometallic threads can boost a
character’s Reflex and Coordination attributes up to a
maximum of 5D beyond the character’s current level. The
doctor performing the surgery must make three Difficult
Medicine (Neurosurgery) rolls per 1D of increase to
successfully install the cyberware. Any failed roll can result in a
malfunction. The operation is so delicate, because the doctor
is creating a new nervous system interface for the patient and
must do so without damaging the existing one. A botched
operation leaves the patient with a serious side effect:
hyperactivation. The character hyperactivates whenever they
roll a critical failure on the Drama Die for a Coordination or
Reflexes-related action. During that time, they are
overwhelmed with sensory stimuli and input from the ne w
neural network and may do any number of things: attack
friends or foes, flee the scene or be hypnotized with fear .
Machine Interface
Cyber Points: 0
Cost: Top secret military project—not for sale.
Notes: This special interface involves running an interface c able
from the cyborg’s computer implant to a computer or robot’s
I/O port.
Skill Chip
Cyber Points: 0
Cost: Top secret military project—not for sale.
Notes: These chips allow the user of a c yber net to increase a
Knowledge or Perception skill by a set rating (Basic—3D,
Expert—5D or Master—6D) as well as allo w them to access
extra information as they might a computer database. The
information on the chip replaces the char acter’s original skill
code until it is removed from the c yber net’s chip slot. Because
they are so complex, a c yber net user cannot interface with
another computer until the chip is removed.

Hacking computer systems
Hacking is handled through normal skill tests. F orget about the
entire virtual reality/cyberspace thing. The Power rating of the
computer and the Strength of the programs used boosts the
number of dice rolled for the skill test, increasing the hacker’s
chance of success at a given task. If a char acter is hacking into a
system that has a systems operator, systems administrator, or

artificial intelligence at the controls, the rolls are opposed. F or
unopposed hacking rolls, use the follo wing table to determine
how hard it is to crack into the system:
Security Level
A home computer
High school computer system
College computer system
Bank or corporate system
Military network/system
LexCorp or Wayne Enterprises
Star Labs system
JLA headquarters system
Alien computer system

Difficulty
Very Easy (1)
Easy (2)
Moderate (3)
Difficult (4)
Very Difficult (5)
Extremely Difficult (6)
Heroic (7)
Very Heroic (8)
Super-Heroic (9)

Gatekeeper Securit
y
Paladin
Security
Praetor Securit
y
Datastore
Utility
Hippocrates
Utility
Compactor
Utility
Reform
Utility

3D
2D
2D
1D
1D
1D
1D

3D
4D
4D
4D
5D
4D
3D

$300
$375
$450
$140
$150
$140
$130

Special — This program is usually not for sale, but is tr aded
among hackers.
Locust — This program floods the target system with extr aneous
data and signals, causing it to lose 2D of P ower whenever its
user tries to do something.

All home computers and laptops start with 5D of Memor y and
can have a maximum of 20D. Such computers can have a
maximum of 5D in Power Mainframes can easily have more
memory and power than that allotted to their smaller cousins.
Programs also have memory requirements and take up a certain
amount of space on the computer.

Plaguebearer — This is a virus program. When activated, it begins
erasing files at random until the entire hard drive is empt y. Once
the drive is empty, the virus destroys itself.

A computer can store on its hard drive t wice as many dice in
programs and files as it has memor y. This is storage, mind you—
the memory is still separate and is only taken up by active
programs and files. If a computer has enough memor y, the user
may even multitask—run more than one progr am or read more
than one file—but at a cost of +1 to their hacking difficult y per
program/file beyond the first. Below is a table of computer costs
based on Power ratings and several example programs.

Enigma II — Like Codekiller, this program is a decrypter, albeit
more efficient.

Power Rating
0D*
1D**
2D***
3D
4D
5D
Program
Locust
Plaguebearer
Codekiller
Enigma II
Brimstone
Mole Intrusion
Sledgehammer
Black Widow

Cost
$50

Notes
A real fossil—an Apple I Ie or
Commodore 64.
$900
Any 386 or 486 PC—basically,
“yesterday’s” model.
$1,600 Average home computer you
can buy today.
$2,100 Mid-range home computer system.
$2,500 Upper-range home computer system.
$3,000 Low-end business computer system.

Type
Anti-system
Anti-system
Decryption
Decryption
Intrusion
Intrusion
Security

Memory
2D
2D
2D
3D
3D
1D
1D
1D

Strength
3D
3D
3D
5D
5D
3D
3D
2D

Cost
Special
Special
Special
Special
$1,000
Special
Special
$100

Codekiller — This program decrypts passwords and unlocks
code gates.

Mole — This program attacks a computer network’s firewalls by
digging holes in the code through which a hacker c an gain access.
Brimstone — This is the only kno wn commercially-available
intrusion program. It seeks out holes in a computer system’s
security, then exploits them to allo w its user access. This has
become a familiar tool used by computer securit y consultants as
well as some hackers.
Sledgehammer — This program destroys a computer’s firewalls,
allowing a hacker access to the system.
Black Widow — This is a graphically-based security program.
The user must solve a three-dimensional geometric puzzle in
order to access the computer. An example of this is the pyr amid
puzzle Johnny fiddles with online in the movie version of
Johnny Mnemonic.
Gatekeeper — Gatekeeper is a simple password-based computer
security program.
Paladin — A bit more advanced than Gatekeeper, P aladin
requires both password and voiceprint authorization. In this c ase,
the voiceprint and password are one and the same.
Praetor — A bit more advanced than P aladin, Praetor can be
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configured to require more than just a voiceprint. In some
instances, palmprint scanners have been used in conjunction with
voiceprint authorization on systems using this progr am.
Datastore — This backs up data and c an create copies of
most programs.
Hippocrates — This is an anti-viral software package. If simply
trying to detect a virus, roll the virus’ STR vs. the computer’s
Power rating combined with this program’s STR. To purge a virus,
roll the virus’ STR vs. the user’s Computer Ops skill combined with
this program’s STR and the computer’s Power rating.
Compactor — This program compresses programs and files up to
50% of their size. When doing so, use the Progr am Optimization
table found below. A result greater than t wo times the difficulty
yields a file compressed to half the original’s size. This progr am
can also segment file archives using the above rules.
Reform — This rebuilds and repairs damaged files. It is extremely
useful in recovering “deleted” data and software.

Writing programs and upgrading computers
When writing a program, the strength of the program determines
the difficulty of the task. When a progr am is completed, its size
matches its Strength rating. The programmer now has two
options—he can either leave it as is, or he c an optimize it.
A successful optimization roll will reduce the progr am’s size.
The amount of memory saved varies based on ho w much the roll
exceeds the difficulty rating. When figuring the program’s new
size, round up.
Program
Programming/
Skill Roll
Strength/Size Optimization Difficulty SR = Diff.

2D-3D
4D-5D
6D-7D
8D-9D
10D
11D+

Very Easy
Easy
Moderate
Difficult
Very Difficult
Extremely Difficult

Optimization
3/4 orig. size

SR > Diff.
1/2 orig. size
SR > 2xDiff. 1/4 orig. size

Computer files also have a die code that determines the amount
of information in them. When using a computer file, the file’s dice
can be added to the appropriate Kno wledge or Perception, skill or
the attribute in a skill test. The die code also reflects the file’s size.
Files and programs can both be compressed to up to half of their
size if necessary, but the appropriate programs must be used to
do so. If a user wants to decompress a progr am or file on a
deck or other computer, the system must have enough memor y
to run/store both the program and store the decompressed
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file or program.
Segmenting a compressed file or program is another option.
Once the file is compressed, the archive c an be broken down into
smaller chunks by making a Very Easy Computer Programming
roll. The archive is then broken do wn into two equal-sized pieces
(e.g. a 4D archive would be broken do wn into two 2D files, a 3D
archive would segment into a 1D and a 2D file and a 5D file
would segment into a 2D file and a 3D file). T o reassemble the
files, the segments must be within 1D of each other in size. The
reassembling difficulty is determined by the total of the t wo files:
Archive Dice Total
2D
3D
4D
5D+

Reassembling Difficulty
Easy
Moderate
Difficult
Very Difficult

If the roll fails, each file segment loses 1D of size/streng th/info. If
the roll is successful, the file is restored to its original size.
When improving a computer’s power or memory, use the table
below. The cutoff level for po wer enhancement of home and
laptop computers (unless enhanced by alien or futuristic
technology) is 5D.
Memory/Power
Increase
+1D-5D
+6D-10D
+11D-15D
+16D-18D
+19D

Modification
Difficulty
Easy
Moderate
Difficult
Very Difficult
Extremely Difficult

Cost
5% of original price
10%
15%
20%
30%

In conclusion, these rules are nothing more than guidelines. They
are far from complete, comprehensive or concrete. Common
sense should be the rule when dealing with any str ange effects or
results that may occur and the Narr ator needs to be prepared to
administer a dose of reality or two when needed.Pow! Bam!
Amen!
Superheroes and Christians don’t usually go hand-in-hand. Sure,
they’re good guys, but as we kno w, it’s not about being good or
doing good - it’s about faith and gr ace. Religion in comic books is
often shown as being polytheistic (with actual gods walking
around fighting crime, even) or else is usually glossed over .
There are ways to bring the W ord into your superhero games,
though, which is what I tr y to do. Here’s an example of a Christian
superhero I’ve been playing in a game for a couple of years no w.
The rest of the superhero characters are pretty dark and gritty, so
it’s easy for this guy to stand out, which consequently makes him
very concerned about his witness to others.

The Samaritan
A good guy in a bad world...
By Dave Mattingly
Background: Royce Cunningham is a police medic al researcher.
He used to just do forensic and medic al analysis stuff, and rarely
got out into the field.
But then, a few months ago, he was transporting an experimental
Lazarus serum (that can temporarily revive flatline patients in
some cases) across town to an advanced genetic research facilit y.
He witnessed a gang killing, and attempted to stop it. The victim’s
body was never found, and the killers were never identified.
Royce was wounded, and left for dead. The citizens who saw
what had happened didn’t try to help, or even c all an ambulance.
He was losing blood fast, so he injected some of the serum into
himself, just before he passed out.
He woke up in the hospital, having been unconscious for three
days. And he felt great! Better than he ever had. He has been put
on extended medical leave (a new police department status he only has to report in ever y couple of weeks, but he still gets
to keep his gun, badge, and other police stuff) while his
wounds heal.
He hasn’t mentioned his genetic condition to his department yet,
since he suspects corruption in the force, and he wants to see
how his new condition turns out. After a little bit of study, he
found that the Lazarus serum had bonded with his o wn blood,
and his own body had begun to manufacture more of it (like
Captain America and the super serum). He seems to be stronger,
faster, and more resilient than before.

He looks at his condition as a gift from above. He wants to use his
powers to be a beacon to the communit y. By setting a shining
example, he hopes to restore the cit y’s Good Samaritan spirit, so
that others in need won’t feel abandoned. He has assumed a
costumed identity, to keep his police connection a secret, and
now patrols the city as The Samaritan.
He has worked the night shift for the last four years at the police
station. His contacts on the force mostly work at night, too. This
means he has to throw his schedule out of whack if he needs to
do anything during the day. His typical waking day is from 5 P M
to about 10 AM.
Powers/Tactics: The Samaritan is stronger, faster, and smarter
than most people. He carries normal cop equipment, as well as
his steel collapsible hook staff, which is painted to look like a
walking stick.
In combat, he’ll generally warn first, then fight to subdue. If he
has a chance, he’ll set up his palmcorder to record where he
expects the action to be. He’ll gener ally handcuff the bad guys to
something afterwards and leave before the police get there.
Personality/Motivation: Samaritan is an optimist. He’s cheerful
because he has a spiritual hope that he’s tr ying to convey to
others. He’s not stupid or afraid to be stern with evil, though, but
he does try to set a positive example.
He’ll often check that injured innocents and even thugs are going
to live before he goes after the bad guys.
Appearance: The Samaritan wears a white toga-like robe with a
red tunic over his leather biker outfit, with his boots painted to
look like sandals. His motorc ycle mask has a turban look to it (red
cloth strips glued onto it), and the tinted faceplate has a bro wn
beard glued to the bottom. His motorc ycle is painted to look like
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a donkey (named “Balaam”).
He carries business cards in hero ID. He leaves one with those he
helps, along with a $100 bill stapled to the back. The c ards are
printed in gold ink (the golden rule, you kno w). All they say are
“The Samaritan,” and “Love thy neighbour,” with the Biblic al
verse (Matthew 19:19) listed.
Quotes: “Stop or I’ll smite!”
“Stop in the name of God’s law!”
Notes: For the PBEM campaign Samaritan was written for, the
prices for contacts were doubled. In a normal c ampaign, his
police force contact would have a higher roll for the same
number of points.

The Samaritan
Val Char Cost
Notes
25 STR
20
5D6; lift 800 kg
20 DEX
30
OCV: 7 / DCV: 7
18 CON
16
15 BODY 10
18 INT
8
PER Roll 1315 EGO
10
ECV: 5
18 PRE
8
PRE Attack 31/2d6
10 COM 0
8
PD
3
Total: 12 PD, 4 rPD
8
ED
4
Total: 12 ED, 4 rED
4
SPD
10
Phases: 3, 6, 9, 12
9
REC
0
36 END
0
37 STUN 0
Total Characteristics Cost: 119

When I wrote Samaritan, the background was invented first, and
the name came last. The story just flowed from my fingers - I was
as surprised at what came next as anyone else would have been.
It was almost as if I was channelling Samaritan.

POWERS & SKILLS

Samaritan was created to be an example of good in a Dark
Champions PBEM campaign.

Regenerative Powers:
Regeneration: 1 BODY per Day (4)

Campaign Use: Samaritan can be used as a conscience for a
darker character. By showing up at a time when a PC is about to
do something wrong, he can show a better way.
He can be contact for medical or police information to a PC who
has no direct ties to either communit y.
He can be a rival do-gooder for an upstanding hero.
He can be used as a witnessing tool, either to the game world or
even to the other players in the game. His business c ards, his
name, his motorcycle’s name, and especially his behaviour should
reflect the fact that he’s no ordinar y crime fighter.
Conversion Notes: Samaritan is shown here in Champions
terms. To translate him to other game systems, put his physic al
stats at or very near normal human maximum, and his mental
stats at above average. He should have a superhuman healing
factor, enough to bring him back from death’s door in a couple
of weeks.
He’s a very skilled investigative medical examiner, with skills on
both the police and medical sides.
He carries normal equipment with him: handcuffs, first aid kit,
police band radio, a motorcycle helmet and leather jacket, a
miniature video camera, a police pistol, and a c an of mace.
He also carries a staff made of a ver y strong metal, but which is
painted to look wooden.
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Equipment:
Steed: Vehicle - Motorcycle (5)
Clothing: Armour, 4 rPD, 4 rED, OAF: Leather Biker’s Outfit and
Motorcycle Helmet, Activation 14- (5)
Walking Staff: Hand Attack, 5d6, OAF: Steel Pole (7) [1]
Walking Staff: Stretching 1”, OAF: Pole (2) [1]
Walking Staff: Superleap 5”, OAF: Pole (2) [1]
Medicine Bag: +3 Skill Levels w/ Paramedic, OAF: First Aid Kit (3)
Ears of Danger: Radio Listen and Transmit, OAF: Police Radio (2)
Scroll of Memory: Eidetic Memory, OAF: Palmcorder, Sight and
Hearing Only -1/4 (4)
Eyes of Vigilance: Flash Defence, 5 Visual,
OAF: Tinted Helmet (2)
Bonds of Servitude: Entangle, 5 DEF, 1 BODY, Transparent to
Attack, OAF: Handcuffs, No Range,
4 Recoverable Charges, Lock-picking or
Contortionist Can Escape -1/4, Target Must
Be at 0 DCV -1,
Can Only Entangle Paired Limbs -1/2 (13)
Rod of Smiting: 2d6-1 RKA, +1 OCV, 6 Shots, 2 Clips,
OAF: Pistol (12)
Tears of Anguish: 2d6 Flash, Visual, Explosion,
OAF: Pepper Spray, 2 Charges,
Reduced by Range, Gestures, Beam, Not in
Heavy Winds -1/4 (6)

Cop Skills:
Bureaucracy 8- (1)
CK: Hudson City 8- (1)
Contact: Police Force 12- (6)
Cop Package Deal (-3)
Criminology 13- (3)
Deduction 13- (3)
KS: Law 13- (2)
KS: Law Enforcement World 14- (3)
KS: Police Procedures 13- (2)
PS: Cop 11- (2)
Perk: Concealed Weapons Permit (2)
Perk: Police Powers (2)
Security Systems 8- (1)
Streetwise 13- (3)

Doctor Skills:
Computer Programming 8- (1)
Doctor Package Deal (-3)
Forensics 13- (3)
KS: Cemeteries and Funeral Homes 11- (1)
KS: Dead People 13- (2)
KS: Medicine 13- (2)
Paramedics 13- (3)
Perk: Licensed Doctor (1)
PS: Doctor 13- (2)
Scholar (3)
Sci: Pharmacology 13- (2)
Sci: Biology 13- (2)
Sci: Chemistry 11- (1)
Scientist (3)

Distinctive Features:
Odd Costume, easily concealable (5)
Hunted:
Mafia 8-, as powerful, NCI (15)
Maestro 8-, more powerful (15)
Normal Characteristic Maxima (20)
Physical Limitations:
Allergic to Penicillin, infrequent, slight (5)
Night Owl, infrequent, slight (5)
Subject to Orders, infrequent, slight (5)
Psychological Limitations:
Good Samaritan, very common, moderate (20)
Law-Abiding, common, moderate (15)
Christian Values, common, moderate (15)
Reputation: Good Guy, 8- (5)
Secret ID: Royce Cunningham (15)
Vulnerability: Chemical Attacks, 11/2x STUN (5)
Watched by Police, as powerful, NCI, 8- (5)
Total Disadvantage Points: 250

Background Skills:
Combat Cycling 13- (3)
KS: Bible/Religion/Church 13- (2)
KS: Chinese Food 11- (1)
KS: Soap Operas 11- (1)
Lang: Chinese (1)
Perk: Wealth (5)
Total Powers & Skills Cost: 131
Total Character Cost: 250
Disadvantages: 100+
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Personal Log

me, he’d let me go. Ever ybody was yelling and Mom was cr ying.
by Kelly Tessena

Personal Log —Stardate 47203.19 I can’t believe I’m really here. I
keep looking in the mirror just to see the Starfleet insignia on my
uniform. “I am Ensign Alyssa Kyle, ser ving on the USS Valkyrie.”
The words seem strange spoken aloud like that.
I can’t believe I’m finally here.
I also can’t believe my parents didn’t come to my gr aduation.
I know they didn’t want me to go to Starfleet Ac ademy, but I
thought they at least would have gone to my gr aduation. I haven’t
talked to them for months. I shouldn’t have walked out after our
fight. I know I shouldn’t have walked out, but I’ve apologized a
thousand times since then. Maybe the only way to ever get back
into their good graces would be to leave Starfleet, but I could
never do that. I’ve known, ever since I was t welve years old, that I
wanted to join Starfleet, but Mom and Dad wouldn’t hear of it.
Too dangerous, they said. They were afr aid I’d get myself killed,
and I can’t say that I blame them. Still, it is my life. I tried to make
them see that, but my dad is as stubborn as I am. “I want to do
something important,” I told him. “I want to see the universe and
fight for a cause and be a part of something that matters. Doesn’t
that count for something?” He wasn’t convinced.
As soon as I turned eighteen I applied to Starfleet Ac ademy
without telling my parents. I had hoped that if I my applic ation
was accepted they’d change their minds. When I got the
wonderful news that it was accepted, it should have been the
happiest day of my life. I tried so hard to convince my parents
that joining Starfleet was right for me. What started off as a civil
conversation turned into the worst argument I’ve ever had with
my parents. That’s saying a lot, considering some of the fights
we’ve had over the years. My father said that if I really loved
them, I wouldn’t act so “foolishly”. I said that if he really loved
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Finally Dad gave me an ultimatum. “Join Starfleet,” he said, “and
that’s it. We won’t so much as speak to you again.” I couldn’t
believe it. How could he do this to me? Ho w dare he think that he
could control my life, as if I was still a little girl!
“Fine,” I said. “Go right ahead and diso wn me if it makes you
happy. See if I care.” If there was any thing I could do to take
those words back, I would. There’s not, though. I’ll never forget
the look on my dad’s face when I said that. I’d never seen that
much pain in his eyes.
I packed my things and left home that day . I stayed at a friend’s
house until it was time for me to leave for the Ac ademy. There
were a million times when I almost c alled my parents to
apologize. Almost, but I didn’t. I was still too angr y.
During my first week at the Ac ademy, I was miserable. The only
thing I could think about was the fight with my parents. My anger
was starting to fade, and I felt horribly guilt y about storming out.
How could I have done that? If I had stayed and waited for things
to calm down, maybe everything would have been different. So,
finally, I swallowed my pride and called home to apologize. My
parents were very forgiving, but then they asked me when I was
coming home. “I’m not,” I said. “I kno w you don’t approve, but
I’m at Starfleet Academy, and I plan to stay there.”
That did it. “Call us when you’ve come to your senses,” my father
said before he hung up on me. I broke do wn sobbing, practically
hysterical. I had tried to make things right, but it didn’t seem to
matter. I couldn’t go on like this, with all this anger weighing
down on me, but I wasn’t about to give in either . Even though I
had acted like a jerk, I was still convinced that I was right. Starfleet
was my dream, and I wasn’t about to sacrifice that. So, what was I
supposed to do? I had never been particularly religious, but I
prayed that night. Sobbing into my pillo w, I begged God to help. I
didn’t know what it would take to fix the mess I had gotten myself

into, but I figured that if anybody could do it, He could, assuming
that He was really there. I don’t kno w how long I sat there, but I
eventually felt a peace settle over me. Maybe I just imagined it,
but I even thought I felt a gentle hand on my shoulder . Convinced
that everything would be all right someho w, I fell asleep.
When I woke up the next morning, I kne w that what I had felt had
come from God and I decided that I needed to kno w more about
Him. Like I said, I’ve never been ver y religious. I started going to a
Christian church. I could just as easily have joined any of a dozen
religions, but something seemed to pull me in that direction. I was
incredibly nervous the first day I went to church. Here I was,
sitting in a room full of people I didn’t kno w, people who’d all
probably read the Bible from beginning to end when I didn’t even
own one. But it didn’t take long for that apprehension to
disappear. The people I met were friendly and welcoming, and I
felt the same kind of peace there as I had that night in my room.
As I kept going back to church, I
learned what Christianity was all
about. I had known who the
historical Jesus was, of course,
but these people were saying he
was something different. Jesus
wasn’t just some moral teacher
like Buddha or Gandhi, but He
was actually the Son of God who
came to earth in human form. I
had learned about the
crucifixion, too, but I never really
understood that His death was a
payment for the sins of the
world, and that if I trusted in
Him I’d be forgiven for
everything I had done. I prayed,
asking Him to forgive me and
dedicating my life to Him from
then on.

somehow. Okay, I’ll admit that I was almost cr ying when I got off
the phone, but I didn’t feel like my whole life was cr ashing down
around my head. And that horrible anger that I always seem to
feel wasn’t quite so strong. Not a mir acle, but a start I guess.
I feel like I’m at the beginning of something wonderful. All right,
that sounded corny, but this is my journal, and I’ll sound corny if I
want to. Anyway, I’m just starting out in Starfleet. In another
couple hours, we’ll leave Space Dock and head out on our first
mission. With God, too, I’m just beginning to learn about Him and
to understand what it means to be a Christian. There are still all
these questions floating around in my mind, but I’m sure I’ll
understand all that stuff when and if the time is right. The one
thing that I wish I could understand is why my parents didn’t even
come to my graduation. I’m dealing with it, I guess, but it hurts.
I’m going to keep trying, though. It seems like
I’m making some sort of progress.

Convinced that
everything
would be all
right somehow,
I fell asleep.

Dad sounded okay the last time I
talked to him. He still wanted me
to come home, but at least he
didn’t start yelling at me. That’s
something. After this mission, I’ll
have some leave coming, and I’ll
go home and see them. So, here I
am, at the beginning of a whole
new life. Everything seems full of
possibility. I’m finally doing what
I’ve wanted to do since I was a
little girl. On top of that, I kno w
that God will help me get through
whatever might lie ahead.

I think I was happier at that moment than I’d ever been before. I
guess you’d say it was a different kind of happiness than I’d ever
known. Something deeper and more real. I had the sense that no
matter what happened, even if I died right then and there,
everything would be all right.
Ever since that day, my life has been changed. I still make
mistakes, of course. Lots and lots of them. I’m working on
controlling my temper and on being less stubborn, but it’s tough.
I know that no matter how often I screw up, God loves me and
forgives me. I called my parents that same day. Dad still didn’t
want to talk to me. This time, though, it was easier to deal with
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things, charity.) The maximum Piety score a figure may have is 8.

Miniatures Rules for Precious Moments Figures
By Rodney E. Barnes

You’ve seen the figures,
now play the game...
I’m sure you’ve seen the cute yet spiritual Precious Moments
figures somewhere. (If not, go to your loc al greeting card store or
check out the Precious Moments web page at
http://www.pmcdolls.com) Chances are, someone near and dear
to you collects them. They look nice enough in the c abinet, but
wouldn’t it be fun to take them out and play with them?
Even better, how about a miniatures wargame with Precious
Moments figures? OK, it can’t be too gruesome or violent, but it
can be done. Here are rules for a Precious Moments Miniatures
Battle game.

Character Stats
Each figure has four stats — Cuteness, Brightness, Piety, and
Value. Cuteness is rated by your wife, mother, grandmother, or
sister as to how cute the figure is on a sc ale of 1 to 10 (10 being
the most cute, 1 being the least).
Brightness is, again, rated by your wife, mother, grandmother, or
sister as to how bright the colors are on a sc ale of 1 to 10 (10
being the brightest, 1 being the dullest).
Piety is based on how many spiritual items and/or spiritual
activities are depicted on the figure. Take the number of spiritual
items (such as crosses, Bibles, halos, angel’s wings, etc.), add the
number of spiritual activities (such as pr aying, preaching, sitting in
church, etc.) and multiply by t wo. For example, if the figure is
holding a Bible, has a halo, has wings, and is pr aying, it would
have 3 spiritual items and 1 spiritual activit y for a Piety rating of 8.
In event of a disagreement over what constitutes a spiritual item
or activity, just assume that if one player thinks it is, it is. (In all
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(If you can’t get your mother, grandmother, wife, or sister to rate
your figures, you can roll a d10 for Cuteness and Brightness, and
a d8 for Piety.)
Value is based on cost of the figure to the closest round dollar
amount. If you paid $22.95 for it, it would have a V alue rating of
23. You may check with your nearest greeting c ard store or
Christian bookstore for the current price, or find a Precious
Moments collectors’ guide.
Keep a 3x5 card for each figure with its statistics and any other
information needed.

The Set Up
Each player needs to bring their o wn group of figures, called a
Choir, for each battle. Before the game begins, the players must
decide on the total maximum Value of their respective Choirs. A
Value of $100-125 is a good number for each side to start with
(and believe me, the Values add up fast these days!).
After each player sets up their Choirs, they then set up the field.
The game requires a flat, sturdy surface, such as a tabletop. Set
up obstacles on the table that block lines of sight and movement
to make the game more interesting. (Some possible obstacles
include salt and pepper shakers, sugar bo wls, glasses, and butter
dishes.) Players should agree on the number of obstacles prior to
placement, and then each player may place one obstacle at a
time, alternating turns until all have been placed.
Players may agree to a time limit prior to starting the contest
(see The Outcome, below.).

The Start
Toss a coin. The winner (Player 1) selects the side of the table that
is his home side. The loser of the toss (Player 2) will set up on the
opposite side. Player 2 places one of his figures within 6 inches of
his home side first. Player 1 then places one of his figures within 6

inches of his home side. Placement continues, alternating until all
figures have been placed.

The Contest
Each round of play has t wo phases: Initiative & Movement
and Singing.

Initiative & Movement
2d6 are rolled to determine who wins initiative for the Singing
round. Reroll any ties.
The player losing the initiative roll moves first. He may move any
one of his figures in any direction (except off the table). The figure
may move up to its Brightness r ating in inches. Use a ruler (a
flexible tape measure works well) to measure the distance.
The winner of the initiative roll then moves one of his figures in
the same manner. Movement continues, with the players
alternating, until each player has moved all of his figures as
desired. Movement is optional; figures may be left in their current
positions if desired.

When the final figure has sung, begin a ne w round. Play
continues until one of the winning outcomes is achieved by one
of the players.

The Outcome
The game is won by:
1) Being the last player with figures left in play (in other words, if
all your opponent’s figures go to Heaven, you win.), or
2) Having the greatest Value of figures left in play when the game
ends. Value is determined by the current Value scores of the
figures, not the starting Values. This condition applies when the
players call a game due to a time limit or other mutually agreed
upon ending.
In keeping with the spirit of the figures, winners must remain
humble, and losers must remain gracious.

Singing
The player with the initiative goes first in this phase. He may sing
an Aria directed toward one of his opponent’s figures. In order to
sing at an opposing figure, the Singing figure must have an
unobstructed line of sight to that figure. Use a ruler or a piece of
string to determine if the line of sight is obstructed. If the line runs
through an obstacle or another figure (friendly or opposing), the
line of sight is blocked.
The Singing figure rolls 2d6, and compares the result to its
Cuteness rating. If the roll is equal to or less than the Cuteness
score, the opposing figure suffers 2d6 points of Humiliation (but
see Relying on the Spirit, belo w). These points are subtracted
from the figures Value score.
After the Singing result is determined, the opposing player then
has an opportunity to Sing. Singing rounds alternate until each
figure has had an opportunity to Sing. No figure may Sing more
than once in a single Singing phase.

Relying on the Spirit
If a figure that has been Humiliated is able to roll its Piet y score or
less on 2d6, it suffers no Humiliation.

Heaven Bound
When a figure’s Value reaches 0 or less, it immediately goes to
Heaven, and is out of the game.
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